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The Collected Poetic Works of Dr. June Johnson Yungblut 2002 this is the collected works of poet dr june johnson yungblut included in the collection is a facsimile of her collected works published by the
whimsie press
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series 1962 includes part 1 number 1 books and pamphlets including serials and contributions to periodicals january june
The Papers of Thomas A. Edison 1989 gathers sketches notebook entries letters articles patent information and financial papers from the beginning of edison s career as an inventor
For Freedom's Sake 1999 the definitive biography of one of the most important civil rights activists of the twentieth century for freedom s sake is also a moving social history of a critical epoch in
american history jacket
We Shall Conquer or Die 2024-02-09 western kentucky a deadly and expensive war within a war raged there behind the front and often out of the major headlines in 1862 the region was infested with
guerrilla activity that pitted brother against brother and neighbor against neighbor in a personal war that recognized few boundaries the raiding and fighting took hundreds of lives destroyed or captured
millions of dollars of supplies and siphoned away thousands of men from the union war effort derrick lindow tells this little known story for the first time in we shall conquer or die partisan warfare in 1862
western kentucky confederate col adam rankin johnson and his 10th kentucky partisan rangers wreaked havoc on union supply lines and garrisons from the shores of southern indiana in the communities
of western kentucky and even south into tennessee his rangers seemed unbeatable and uncatchable that second year of the war because johnson s partisans often disbanded and melted into the
countryside a tactic relatively easy to execute in a region populated with southern sympathizers once it was safe to do so they reformed and struck again in the span of just a few months johnson
captured six union controlled towns hundreds of prisoners and tons of union army equipment union civil and military authorities meanwhile were not idle bystanders strategies changed troops rushed to
guerrilla flashpoints daring leaders refused the confederate demands of surrender and every available type of fighting man was utilized from regulars to the militia of the indiana legion temporary service
day regiments and even brown water naval vessels clearing the area of partisans and installing a modicum of union control became one of the northern high command s major objectives this deadly and
expensive war behind the lines was fought by men who often found themselves thrust into unpredictable situations participants included future presidential cabinet members mexican war veterans jewish
immigrants some of the u s army s rising young officers and the civilians unfortunate enough to live in the borderlands of kentucky lindow spent years researching through archival source material to pen
this important groundbreaking study his account of partisan guerrilla fighting and the efforts to bring it under control helps put the civil war in the northern reaches of the western theater into proper
context it is a story long overdue
Official Gazette of the United States Patent Office 1920 the debut of oklahoma in 1943 ushered in the modern era of broadway musicals and was followed by a number of successes that have become
beloved classics shows produced on broadway during this decade include annie get your gun brigadoon carousel finian s rainbow pal joey on the town and south pacific among the major performers of
the decade were alfred drake gene kelly mary martin and ethel merman while other talents who contributed to shows include irving berlin gower champion betty comden adolph green agnes de mille
lorenz hart alan jay lerner frederick loewe cole porter jerome robbins richard rodgers and oscar hammerstein ii in the complete book of 1940s broadway musicals dan dietz examines every musical and
revue that opened on broadway during the 1940s in addition to providing details on every hit and flop this book includes revivals and one man and one woman shows each entry contains the following
information opening and closing dates plot summary cast members number of performances names of all important personnel including writers composers directors choreographers producers and
musical directors musical numbers and the names of performers who introduced the songs production data including information about tryouts source material critical commentary details about london
and other foreign productions besides separate entries for each production the book offers numerous appendixes such as a discography film versions published scripts gilbert and sullivan operettas and
non musical productions that utilized songs dances or background music a treasure trove of information the complete book of 1940s broadway musicals provides readers with a complete view of each
show this significant resource will be of use to scholars historians and casual fans of one of the greatest decades in musical theatre history
Daily Report, Foreign Radio Broadcasts 1965 does america s pro israel lobby wield inappropriate control over us foreign policy this book has created a storm of controversy by bringing out into the
open america s relationship with the israel lobby a loose coalition of individuals and organizations that actively work to shape foreign policy in a way that is profoundly damaging both to the united states
and israel itself israel is an important valued american ally yet mearsheimer and walt show that by encouraging unconditional us financial and diplomatic support for israel and promoting the use of its
power to remake the middle east the lobby has jeopardized america s and israel s long term security and put other countries including britain at risk
U.S. Army Register 1904 few figures in american political history are as reviled as andrew johnson the seventeenth president of the united states taking office after the assassination of abraham lincoln
he clashed constantly with congress during the tumultuous early years of reconstruction he opposed federally mandated black suffrage and the fourteenth amendment and vetoed the freedmen s bureau
and civil rights bills in this new book paul h bergeron a respected johnson scholar brings a new perspective on this often vilified figure previous books have judged johnson out of the context of his times
or through a partisan lens but this volume based on bergeron s work as the editor of the papers of andrew johnson takes a more balanced approach to johnson and his career admiring johnson s
unswerving devotion to the union lincoln appointed him as military governor of tennessee a post bergeron argues that enhanced johnson s executive experience and his national stature while governor
johnson implemented the emancipation of slaves in the state and laid the foundation for a new civilian government bergeron also notes that johnson developed a close connection with the president
which eventually resulted in his vice presidential candidacy in many respects therefore johnson s civil war years served as preparation for his presidency bergeron moves beyond simplistic arguments
based on johnson s racism to place his presidency within the politics of the day putting aside earlier analyses of the conflict between johnson and the republican radicals as ideological disputes bergeron
discusses these battles as a political power struggle in doing so he does not deny johnson s racism but provides a more nuanced and effective perspective on the issues as johnson tried to pursue the
politics of the possible bergeron interprets johnson as a strong willed decisive fearless authoritarian leader in the tradition of andrew jackson while never excusing johnson s inflexibility and extreme



racism bergeron makes the case that in proper context johnson can be seen at times as a surprisingly effective commander in chief one whose approach to the problems of reestablishing the union was
defensible and consistent with its fresh insight on the man and his times andrew johnson s civil war and reconstruction is indispensable reading for students and scholars of the u s presidency and the
civil war and reconstruction periods
Erskine Caldwell reconsidered 1990 at the 1768 treaty of fort stanwix the british secured the largest land cession in colonial north america crown representatives gained possession of an area claimed but
not occupied by the iroquois that encompassed parts of new york pennsylvania ohio kentucky and west virginia the iroquois however were far from naïve and the outcome was not an instance of their
simply being dispossessed by europeans in speculators in empire william j campbell examines the diplomacy land speculation and empire building that led up to the treaty his detailed study overturns
common assumptions about the roles of the iroquois and british on the eve of the american revolution through the treaty the iroquois directed the expansion of empire in order to serve their own needs
while crown negotiators obtained more territory than they were authorized to accept how did this questionable transfer happen who benefited and at what cost campbell unravels complex intercultural
negotiations in which colonial officials land speculators traders tribes and individual indians pursued a variety of agendas each side possessing considerable understanding of the other s expectations and
intentions historians have credited british indian superintendent sir william johnson with pulling off the land grab but campbell shows that johnson was only one of many players johnson s deputy george
croghan used the treaty to capitalize on a lifetime of scheming and speculation iroquois leaders and their peoples also benefited substantially with keen awareness of the workings of the english legal
system they gained protection for their homelands by opening the ohio country to settlement campbell s navigation of the complexities of native and british politics and land speculation illuminates a
time when regional concerns and personal politicking would have lasting consequences for the continent as speculators in empire shows colonial and native history are unavoidably entwined and even
interdependent
The Complete Book of 1940s Broadway Musicals 2015-02-02 by 1864 neither the union s survival nor the south s independence was any more apparent than at the beginning of the war the grand
strategies of both sides were still evolving and tennessee and kentucky were often at the cusp of that work the author examines the heartland conflict in all its aspects the confederate cavalry raids and
union counter offensives the harsh and punitive reconstruction policies that were met with banditry and brutal guerrilla actions the disparate political economic and socio cultural upheavals the ever
growing war weariness of the divided populations and the climactic battles of franklin and nashville that ended the confederacy s hopes in the western theater
The Israel Lobby and US Foreign Policy 2008-06-26 arkansas the old south s last frontier was forced after the election of lincoln to face the issue of secession woods focuses upon the resulting social
economic and geographic divisions that grew within the state before and during the secession crisis he captures the political struggles of the state as it tore away from the nation and as it threatened in
so doing to tear itself apart
Andrew Johnson's Civil War and Reconstruction 2011-04-01 this latest volume in the definitive six volume biography of herbert hoover tracks hoover s life and career from 1918 to 1928 a period
defined largely by his role as united states secretary of commerce and leading directly to his election as the thirty first president of the united states
Speculators in Empire 2015-04-29 traces the monumental battle waged by civil rights organizations and by local people to establish basic human rights for all citizens of mississippi
To the Battles of Franklin and Nashville and Beyond 2011-07-20 the june 1967 war was a watershed in the history of the modern middle east in six days the israelis defeated the egyptian syrian and
jordanian armies seizing large portions of their territories two veteran scholars of the middle east bring together some of the most knowledgeable experts in their fields to reassess the origins and the
legacies of the war each chapter takes a different perspective from the vantage point of a different participant those that actually took part in the war and also the world powers that played important
roles behind the scenes their conclusions make for sober reading at the heart of the story was the incompetence of the egyptian leadership and the rivalry between various arab players who were deeply
suspicious of each other s motives israel on the other side gained a resounding victory for which despite previous assessments to the contrary there was no master plan
Air Force Register 1961 prior to 1862 when the department of agriculture was established the report on agriculture was prepared and published by the commissioner of patents and forms volume or part
of volume of his annual reports the first being that of 1840 cf checklist of public documents washington 1895 p 148
Air Force Register 1966 few figures embody the physical courage unstinting sacrifice and inspired heroism behind the civil rights movement more than fannie lou hamer for millions hers was the voice
that made this little light of mine an anthem her impassioned rhetoric electrified audiences at the democraticconvention in 1964 hamer s televised speech took not just democrats but the entire nation to
task for abetting racial injustice searing the conscience of everyone who heard it born in the mississippi delta in 1917 hamer was the 20th child of black sharecroppers and raised in a world in
whichracism poverty and injustice permeated the cotton fields as the civil rights movement began to emerge during the 1950s she was struggling to make a living with her husband on lands that her
forebears had cleared ploughed and harvested for generations when a white doctor sterilized her withouther permission in 1961 hamer took her destiny into her own hands bestselling biographer kate
clifford larson offers the first account of hamer s life for a general audience capturing and illuminating what made hamer the electrifying force that she became when she walked onto stages across the
country during the 1960s and until her death in 1977 walk with medoes justice to the full force of hamer s activism and example based on new sources including recently opened fbi files and oval office
transcripts the biography features interviews with some of the people closest to hamer and conversations with civil rights leaders who fought alongside her larson s biography will become the standard
account of an extraordinary life
Rebellion and Realignment 1987-07-01 this major reference work the first of its kind provides a comprehensive and authoritative introduction to the large and growing literature on contingent
valuation it includes entries on over 7 500 contingent valuation papers and studies from over 130 countries covering both the published and grey literatures this book provides an interpretive historical
account of the development of contingent valuation the most commonly used approach to placing a value on goods not normally sold in the marketplace the major fields catalogued here include culture



the environment and health application this bibliography is an ideal starting point for researchers wanting to find other studies that have valued goods or used techniques similar to those they are
interested in for those wanting to conduct meta analyses the book will serve as an invaluable guide to source material for those wanting to conduct meta analyses the book will serve as an invaluable
guide to source material in addition to the print edition we offer access for purchasers of the book to a website providing the contents of as a searchable word document and in a variety of standard
bibliographic database forms contingent valuation is an indispensable reference source for researchers scholars and policymakers concerned with survey approaches to the problem of environmental
valuation
The Life of Herbert Hoover 2010-06-21 often thought of as a primitive backwoods peopled by rough hunters and unsavory characters early arkansas was actually quite productive and dynamic bolton
describes migration agricultural growth religion the roles of women slavery the dispossesion of the cherokees and quapaws and many other facets of arkansas s development
Local People 1994 even after two decades the memory of the vietnam war seems to haunt our culture from forrest gump to miss saigon from tim o brien s pulitzer prize winning going after cacciato to
robert mcnamara s controversial memoir in retrospect americans are drawn again and again to ponder our long tragic involvement in southeast asia now eminent historian robert d schulzinger has
combed the newly available documentary evidence both in public and private archives to produce an ambitious masterful account of three decades of war in vietnam the first major full length history of
the conflict to be based on primary sources in a time for war schulzinger paints a vast yet intricate canvas of more than three decades of conflict in vietnam from the first rumblings of rebellion against
the french colonialists to the american intervention and eventual withdrawal his comprehensive narrative incorporates every aspect of the war from the military as seen in his brisk account of the french
failure at dienbienphu to the economic such as the wage increase sparked by the draft in the united states to the political drawing on massive research he offers a vivid and insightful portrait of the
changes in vietnamese politics and society from the rise of ho chi minh to the division of the country to the struggles between south vietnamese president diem and heavily armed religious sects to the
infighting and corruption that plagued saigon schulzinger reveals precisely how outside powers first the french then the americans committed themselves to war in indochina even against their own
better judgment roosevelt for example derided the french efforts to reassert their colonial control after world war ii yet truman eisenhower and their advisers gradually came to believe that vietnam was
central to american interests the author s account of johnson is particularly telling and tragic describing how president would voice clear headed even prescient warnings about the dangers of
intervention then change his mind committing america s prestige and military might to supporting a corrupt unpopular regime schulzinger offers sharp criticism of the american military effort and offers a
fascinating look inside the nixon white house showing how the republican president dragged out the war long past the point when he realized that the united states could not win finally schulzinger paints
a brilliant political and social portrait of the times illuminating the impact of the war on the lives of ordinary americans and vietnamese schulzinger shows what it was like to participate in the war as a
common soldier an american nurse a navy flyer a conscript in the army of the republic of vietnam a vietcong fighter or an antiwar protester in a field crowded with fiction memoirs and popular tracts a
time for war will stand as the landmark history of america s longest war based on extensive archival research it will be the first place readers will turn in an effort to understand this tragic divisive conflict
The 1967 Arab-Israeli War 2012-02-13 the definitive biography of a radical activist and intellectual max eastman 1883 1969 was a prolific writer radical and public intellectual who helped shape the
twentieth century while researching this masterful work acclaimed biographer christoph irmscher was granted unprecedented access to the eastman family archive allowing him to document little known
aspects of the famously handsome and charismatic radical considered one of the hottest radicals of his time eastman edited two of the most important modernist magazines the masses and the liberator
and campaigned for women s suffrage and world peace a fierce critic of joseph stalin eastman befriended and translated leon trotsky and remained unafraid to express unpopular views drawing criticism
from both conservatives and the left set against the backdrop of several decades of political and ideological turmoil and interweaving eastman s singular life with stories of the fascinating people he knew
and loved this book will have broad interdisciplinary appeal in twentieth century history and politics intellectual history and literary studies
Catalog of Copyright Entries 1959 vols for 1898 1968 include a directory of publishers
The Law Advertiser 1824 blessed are the peacemakers for they shall be called the children of god matthew 5 9
Annual Report of the Commissioner of Patents 1915 the broadway musical came of age in the 1950s a period in which some of the greatest productions made their debuts shows produced on broadway
during this decade include such classics as damn yankees fiorello guys and dolls the king and i kismet the most happy fella my fair lady the pajama game peter pan the sound of music and west side
story among the performers who made their marks were julie andrews bob fosse carol lawrence and gwen verdon while other talents who contributed to shows include leonard bernstein oscar
hammerstein ii alan jay lerner frederick loewe cole porter jerome robbins richard rodgers and stephen sondheim in the complete book of 1950s broadway musicals dan dietz examines in detail every
musical and revue which opened on broadway during the 1950s in addition to providing details on every hit and flop that debuted during the decade this book includes revivals and one man and one
woman shows each entry contains the following information opening and closing dates plot summary cast members number of performances names of all important personnel including writers
composers directors choreographers producers and musical directors musical numbers and the names of performers who introduced the songs production data including information about tryouts source
material critical commentary tony awards and nominations details about london and other foreign productions besides separate entries for each production the book offers numerous appendices such as
a discography film and television versions published scripts gilbert and sullivan operettas and lists of productions by the new york city center light opera company and the new york city opera company a
treasure trove of information the complete book of 1950s broadway musicals provides readers with a complete view of each show this significant resource will be of use to scholars historians and casual
fans of one of the greatest decades in musical theatre history
Decisions and Orders of the National Labor Relations Board 1970 this fascinating multi volume set illuminates the panorama of american history through the personal and professional stories of
the nation s presidents arranged chronologically and covering george washington to george w bush it juxtaposes the lives of each year s current former and future living presidents against each other and



the historical backdrop of their times each chapter opens with a summary of the year and describes the major issues and events the incumbent president faced separate sections within each chapter
former presidents and future presidents detail important developments in the lives of past and future presidents month by month during that same year highlighting political social and personal decisions
that helped shape the course of american history
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